
Third Nine Weeks 
 

Pacing Standards of Learning “I Can” Statement 

HME Unit and Big Ideas 
Unit 7, Continued: 
 
- One-Digit Divisors 
- Two-Digit Divisors 
 
Add: Patterns 
 

Recommended Lessons 
7-12 through 7-17; 
7-22, 7-23; 
(leave 7-18 through 
7-21 until after testing) 
 
10-1 (Geo. Patterns), 
10-2 (Num. Patterns), 
11-1 (Mult. Patterns), 
and 11-2 (Unit Rate) 
 
VDOE ESS Take a Trip 
(SOL 5.4);  
 
Gr 3 Lesson 5-17 
(Mode, Range, Graphs); 
Gr. 4 Lessons 7-8 and 
9-16 (Mean, Median, 
Mode, Range) 
 
VDOE ESS What Does 
It Mean?  (SOL 
5.16abc&d) 
 

Approximate Timeframe 

5.4 Single-step and multistep 
practical problems with whole 
numbers (+, -, x, ÷) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5a Multiplication/division of 
decimals through thousandths 
(divisors with only one nonzero 
digit) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.5b Single-step and multistep 
practical problems using 
multiplication and division with 
decimals (through 
thousandths) 
 

5.4 
● I can decide which strategy to use to solve single and multistep practical problems. 
● I can estimate the solution to practical problems. 
● I can solve single-step problems.  

○ I can use addition to solve single-step practical problems. 
○ I can use subtraction to solve single-step practical problems. 
○ I can use multiplication to solve single-step practical problems. 
○ I can use division to solve single-step practical problems 

● I can solve multi-step problems.  
○ I can explain the process of solving multistep practical problems. 
○ I can use multiple representations to solve practical problems. 

■ I can make a drawing to solve a practical problem. 
■ I can verbally explain how to solve a practical problem.  

● I can create single and multistep practical problems. 
 
 
 
5.5a 

● I can find the sum, difference, product, and quotient of two decimals through the thousandths 
place. 

○ I can identify and use the vocabulary words sum, difference, product, and quotient. 
○ I can add numbers expressed as decimals through thousandths. 
○ I can subtract numbers expressed as decimals through thousandths. 
○ I can multiply numbers expressed as decimals through thousandths. 
○ I can divide numbers expressed as decimals through thousandths. 

● I can use pencil paper, estimation, and mental computation to add, subtract, multiply, and divide 
decimals. 

○ I can model addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division problems with base-10 
blocks, manipulatives, or drawings. 

○ I can use an area model to multiply decimals. 
● I can use a calculator to add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals. 

 
5.5b 

● I can decide which strategy to use to solve single and multistep practical problems with 
decimals. 

● I can estimate the solution to practical problems with decimals. 
● I can solve single-step problems with decimals 

○ I can use addition to solve single-step practical problems with decimals. 

http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-4.pdf
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-16abcd.pdf
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-16abcd.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/108hcJrHrtQecZIWYawNkwb7VYXO4qs96GPxi6qqNYyA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18roXIyDmv4tMnrbTDx41etQBcXuNTGB90PdXSAjifEo/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TPRVEiQUj4rhQoNR9jfZ5b8Ay7xw8aOSZWimJpNnt88/copy


18 days 
 
End of Unit 
Assessment 
1 day 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.15 Collect, organize, and 
interpret data using stem and 
leaf plots 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.16b Describe mean as fair 
share 
 
 
5.16c Find the mean, median, 
mode, and range 
 
 
 
 
 
5.16d Describe the range as a 
measure of variation 
 
5.17 Describe the relationship 
in a number pattern 

○ I can use subtraction to solve single-step practical problems with decimals. 
○ I can use multiplication to solve single-step practical problems with decimals. 
○ I can use division to solve single-step practical problems with decimals. 

● I can solve multi-step problems with decimals. 
○ I can explain the process of solving multistep practical problems. 
○ I can use multiple representations to solve practical problems. 

■ I can make a drawing to solve a practical problem. 
■ I can verbally explain how to solve a practical problem.  

● I can create single and multistep practical problems with decimals. 
 
 
5.15 

● I can use different strategies (observations, measurements, surveys, polls/questionnaires) to 
collect data.  

● I can organize data into a chart or table. 
● I can determine which graph type to use to display collected data. 

○ I can explain which data would best be displayed in a stem-and-leaf plot.  
○ I can explain which data would best be displayed in a line graph. 

● I can interpret data in a stem-and-leaf plot orally and written. 
 
5.16b 

● I can explain fair share. 
○ I can explain mean and how it is fair share. 

 
5.16c 

● I can differentiate among mean, median, mode, and range. 
● I can find the mean of a set of data. 
● I can find the median of a set of data. 
● I can find the mode of a set of data. 
● I can find the range of a set of data. 

 
5.16d 

● I can explain why range is a measure of variation. 
○ I can explain what measure of variation. 

5.17 
● I can explain the rule in a numerical or geometric pattern using concrete materials. 
● I can explain the rule in a numerical or geometric pattern using words, tables or symbols. 
● I can explain what a variable is and how it is used in patterns. 
● I can fill in missing numbers in a given pattern. 
● I can write an expression with a variable to represent a pattern. 

HME Unit and Big Ideas 
Unit 5: 

5.2a Equivalent fractions and 
decimals 

5.2a 
● I can recognize fractions and their equivalent decimal form. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wd045oeJ9hkOn6WD6K3iJzAeuUimcqM0r28HqnJOLd0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tnmNAjIdV5ezVee2H4Y3rLB02ClXORr-nSJwQ8IV7W4/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13ceZmZVtfQOa2vSYts8RzV0Ax0xa-2o9rx6pAWvNnPE/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WfznHuWi0q28DYtqP-mx0TM3tjyeR-2ib0zxoSqnGbI/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MTUFBpRc0Po97vpJxhu-fEbOpNzWZqtxU4uNgSRWocI/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Zali-TYVR57QLaKddAmXMZj8ZAW4fanZiKS_WXRXSLM/copy


 
- Addition and 
Subtraction  
  with Like Fractions 
- Mixed Numbers and  
  Improper Fractions 
- Equivalent Fractions 
- Relate Fractions and  
  Decimals 

 
Recommended Lessons 

All (5-1 through 5-21) 
 
VDOE ESS Enough 
Room?   (SOL 5.6) 
 

Approximate Timeframe 
25 days 
 
End of Unit 
Assessment 
1 day 

 
 
5.2b Comparing and ordering 
fractions and decimals 
Reminder: SOL 5.2a&b will be 
assessed without the use of a 
calculator on the SOL and Unit 
Assessment. 
 
 
 
5.6 Single-step and multistep 
problems using addition and 
subtraction with fractions and 
mixed numbers (express 
answers in simplest form). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.14 Make predictions and 
determine the probability of an 
outcome by constructing a 
sample space 

● I can recognize decimals and their equivalent fraction form. 
 
5.2b 

● I can use manipulative models and drawings to compare fractions and decimals.  
● I can use manipulative models and drawings to order fractions and decimals.  
● I can compare fractions and decimals.  

○ I can use benchmarks (0, ½ or 0.5, 1) to compare fractions and decimals.  
■ I can identify if the fraction is less than or greater than ½. 
■ I can identify if the decimal is less than or greater than 0.5.  

 
 
5.6 

● I can decide which strategy to use to solve single and multistep practical problems with fractions 
and mixed numbers. 

● I can estimate the solution to practical problems with fractions and mixed numbers. 
● I can solve single-step problems with fractions and mixed numbers.  

○ I can use addition to solve single-step practical problems. 
○ I can use subtraction to solve single-step practical problems. 

● I can solve multi-step problems with fractions and mixed numbers.  
○ I can explain the process of solving multistep practical problems. 
○ I can use multiple representations to solve practical problems. 

■ I can make a drawing to solve a practical problem. 
■ I can verbally explain how to solve a practical problem.  

● I can show my solution to single-step and multistep practical problems with fractions and mixed 
numbers in simplest form. 

 
5.14 

● I can make predictions using a sample space I constructed. 
○ I can create a sample space (tree diagram, list, or chart) to show all 

combinations/outcomes 
● I can determine the probability of an outcome using a sample space I constructed. 

○ I can create a sample space (tree diagram, list, or chart) to show all 
combinations/outcomes. 

● I can determine the probability of an outcome as a fraction. 

 

http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-6.pdf
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/solsearch/sol/math/5/mess_5-6.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_RwYP4Abw4jdKjYMXgBzvmuqQV_GFTHNtZC5lun_Uj8/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1i5x82V-CmaJMitjQAYKHYIxDpaocXXYUTF0PAdhOiD8/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Mjc8L1qxbwMTXYmxiIhADrOU9oDdXeESkWRY_0lA2G8/copy

